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Tube - Plastic

Wing - Black Arctic Fox

            Pearl Flash

Hackle - Light Blue cock

Head - Black

HITCH TUBE

Hitch tubes were derived from the Riffling hitch method of fishing any

normal hook fly. To do this on a hook you tie on the fly and then make a

half hitch in the leader and slide the loop over the eye of the hook and

tighten it up followed by a second one. Here is a diagram

http://www.netknots.com/fishing_knots/riffle-hitch

Using this knot any fly can be turned into a hitch.

With the riffling method the line comes from the side of the fly. You cast

square across the river and let the pressure on the line pull the fly

around so that it skates and pulses against the current causing a com-

motion near the surface (riffles) that attracts fish.

We now tie tube flies specifically for this purpose. Depending on what

bank you’re on dictates the side of the fly you want the leader to come

from. On the tube version you just use the appropriate side hole.

Take a piece of hard nylon tubing of the required length and apply a

flame at the front to produce a lip that will hold the dressing.

Heat a needle in the flame and when it is glowing push it through the

tube just behind where the wing will finish through both sides of the

tube. Tidy up with a scalpel if there are bits of stringy nylon sticking out.

Tie in the thread and form a small bed. Prepare and tie in a bunch of

Arctic Fox and Krystal Flash for the wing and trim the waste. Tie in a

Blue cock hackle, double it and wind 3 turns and tie off. Form a neat

head and whip finish. Varnish the head.

You can tie these flies in

any colour you like




